
When I see the meme with the Albert Camus quote, 

“The only way to deal with an unfree world 

Is to become so absolutely free 

that your very existence  

Is an act of rebellion.” 

  

I wonder about his cigarette— 

Did he steal  

Or buy? That addiction to Corporate 

Process will send him right to a Pharmacist 

who deals drugs to save Lives 

if said Lives have money. They’ll live quietly 

With their drugs like he does.  

With writing 

It’s not loud, not noise,  

but a silent Big Bang 

unfurled and poofed like tobacco bits 

of scattered truth waiting to be packed tight, 

rolled and burned to ash in the head.  

 

From an unraveled cigarette 

with a Camus quote—You and I enter our Pharmacy. 

Under steady buzz of commercial neon  

We purchase sanity 

in a pill or cigarette box, realize Camus 

is a realist. The guy who knows 

Freedom can’t be reached. But he can justify our strangeness 

with a wiseass comment. We all just smile 

And swallow or puff a smoky circle at a star. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Job Interview in Manhattan 

 

I’m not a Wall Street Man, 

and I wish I am  

when an editor types an email, 

sends it to my inbox— 

letters spell SUCCESS. But no pay, 

and I am in a tie forty floors high;  

The HR guy 

burns red and says, “I don’t  

know what failed authors do 

for work. My major was History.” 

Is history, and mine too. 

 

Somewhere above me 

is some guy in a better suit. Blue 

and pinstriped? Something  

more exotic than a poem  

or Armani—he made 

a good deal—laid off 

a few thousand who go home 

late at nights to lone lights 

in kitchens and heat congealed plates— 

mashed potatoes maybe? From the box? 

The kids sleep. Partner’s in easy-chair blue of TV, 

and all I can think is—who gets laid off now? 

The guy who sells fresh potatoes, 

or the guy who makes the flakes? 

What about the guys who make boxes 

and crates? Are they going home late 

and fired too? Truck driver? Tire changer? 

And I guess that’s why I’m a poet, 

and this HR guy’ll always be history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Given Everything That’s Happened 

I Think of You on these 5:00pm December Nights and… 

 

Complete void black—total absence, 

a splinter of gas atoms— 

I’m the pressure that explodes, 

fizzes white phosphorous 

into ice-night between us, 

multiplies and chases all  

The bits of you—planets and atoms, 

Saturn and rings, wormholes, 

black holes, red starbursts, white novae, 

green-gas nebulas or pink ones— 

a sun that burns and rises,  

a moon that glows and cries with wolves, 

7 billion people—even a rover now— 

but I want I want every 

last proton. I’ll race the radius  

of this cyclic time-space sphere 

until it bursts like a big red balloon, 

echoes into a complete black room, 

and we can do it all again. 

I’ll never tire, not even after another 

13.77 billion years that resets every hour,  

sunrise, or sundown singed and glowed cloudscape 

lit like your red, 

red lips. 

 

 

 

—Joseph Wade 

 


